Spiti Valley Trip from Manali in 9 Days

This detailed day by day Spiti Valley itinerary of 9 days helps you explore the most beautiful places of this tribal circuit in Himachal Pradesh. The journey starts from Manali and ends at Manali, meaning this trip plan does not cover the complete circuit of Manali - Spiti - Kinnaur - Shimla. The plan focuses on visiting almost all major tourists places in Spiti Valley including Rohtang Pass, Kunzum Pass, Chandratal, Langza, Hikkim, Komik, Ki, Kibber, Kaza, Pin Valley, Dhankar, Tabo.

DAY 1
Delhi - Manali
- Meal tour breathtaking
- Visit Kullu Manali Parvati Valley
- Visit Manali Coldest

DAY 2
Manali - Rohtang Pass - Kunzum Pass - Reasi
- Leave early in the morning as early as possible
- Avoid the late hours of Rohtang Pass
- Visit the white runch off Reasi

DAY 3
Kaza - Pin Valley (Mud Village) - Tabo
- Visit the Chakor Geyser
- Visit the Pin Valley

DAY 4
Tabo - Dhankar - Dhankar Lake - Keylong - Kibber
- Visit the Dhankar Lawrence
- Visit Keylong Lawrence

DAY 5
Kaza - Ki - Kibber - Gy partial - Keylong
- Visit the Keylong Lawrence

DAY 6
Kaza - Langza - Chandan - Lahaul - Kibber
- Visit the Chandan Lawrence

DAY 7
Chandratal - Kunzum Pass - Rohtang Pass - Manali
- Visit the Chandral Lawrence

DAY 8
Manali - Delhi
- Visit the white runch of Manali

Interesting Suggestions
- Spend an extra day to explore Bara Valley & Lingsh Valley
- You may stay overnight at Delhi and Lahore instead of Kaza

Important Fuel Pumps
- Delhi - No Petrol
- Kaza - No Petrol

Why travel to Spiti Valley from Manali side?
- Less time & less Spiti Valley, long less days
- Less vulnerable to landslides compared to Kinnaur roads
- Better connectivity by public transport
- Private cheaper as budget
- Visit Pin Valley, Kibber, Ki & Komik

Important Tips
- Have Water Drops
- Wear Warm & Waterproof
- Avoid Alcohol
- Carry Reusable Clothing, Food & Water
- Drive with Caution & Care
- Start Early, Sleep Early

#SaveOurHimalayas
- Spread Stories Not Plastic
- Stop Littering
- Bring Back Your Own Trash
- Avoid Plastic Water Bottles